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COMMUNITY ISSUES PROGRAM LIST- WGTI
Third Quarter 2022 (July-September)

Prepared by: Renata Kiss, FCC Compliance Assistant
 

The following is a listing of some of the significant issues responded to by WGTI, WINFALL, NC for the period of July 1st-
September 30th. The listing is by no means exhaustive. The order in which the issues appear does not reflect any priority 
or significance. All times are Pacific Daylight Time.

1. Gen Z Surveyed
3.        Special Needs
4. Pastor Burnout
5. Inflation
6. Ignite Hope
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Issue Program Date Time Duration Description of Program
Gen Z 
Surveyed

Closer 
Look

7/10/2022 7pm 15:22 CLOSER LOOK:  GenZ Christians Surveyed On God, The Bible And 
Society
GenZ Christians have questions about practical faith. They want 
Scripture-based solutions for the issues they face alongside their friends. 
“I can no longer avoid truths about racial injustice, about environmental 
destruction and I do not know if the Church cares about this.” For them 
it’s pastoral – not political. Monika Kelly reports.

Special 
Needs

Closer 
Look

7/17/2022 7pm 21:42 CLOSER LOOK:  ‘Spend A Day In My Wheels’ Challenge Helps 
People Understand What It’s Really Like To Use A Wheelchair 
(+podcast)
“The majority of people will come up and say how eye opening it was. 
How they’re going to try and be more accommodating. How they’re going 
to try and help in some way.”
https://www.air1.com/news/good-news/spend-a-day-in-my-wheels-
challenge-helps-people-understand-what-it-s-really-like-to-use-a-
wheelchair-podcast-29603

Pastor 
Burnout

Closer 
Look

8/7/2021 7pm 29:03 CLOSER LOOK: Pastor Burnout, Caring For Your Leader’s Soul
Surveys in 2021 found a sharp rise in the number of church leaders 
who have seriously considered leaving full-time ministry, citing 
debilitating stress, anxiety or depression. K-LOVE's Rafael Sierra talks 
with Savannah Kimberlin of Barna Group and K-LOVE's Pastor Randy 
who says rest and other self-care should be a guilt-free part of your life 
as a spiritual leader. [Educational Media Foundation – All Rights 
Reserved]

https://www.air1.com/news/good-news/spend-a-day-in-my-wheels-challenge-helps-people-understand-what-it-s-really-like-to-use-a-wheelchair-podcast-29603
https://www.air1.com/news/good-news/spend-a-day-in-my-wheels-challenge-helps-people-understand-what-it-s-really-like-to-use-a-wheelchair-podcast-29603
https://www.air1.com/news/good-news/spend-a-day-in-my-wheels-challenge-helps-people-understand-what-it-s-really-like-to-use-a-wheelchair-podcast-29603
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Addiction Closer 
Look

8/28/2021 7pm 12:55 CLOSER LOOK: Gambling, Suicide Risk and Addiction Recovery
Gambling addiction is a leading cause of suicide in the United States. The thrill 
of the bet buries vulnerable gamblers deep in debts matched only by their secret 
shame. But stats prove you can win recovery, as 2 outta 3 people who seek 
treatment are able to stop. Rafael Sierra talks with Derek Longmeier of Problem 
Gambling Network of Ohio and Keith Whyte of the National Council on Problem 
Gambling. Need to talk? Call the National Problem Gambling Helpline: (800) 
522-4700. 
https://www.klove.com/news/closer-look/dollars-and-sense/closer-look-gambling-
suicide-risk-and-addiction-recovery-3518

Adoption Closer 
Look

9/4/2022 7pm 28:39 CLOSER LOOK: Real Talk On Adoption - Thoughts On Trauma, 
Dignity and Birth Parents
Children separated from their biological mothers will inevitably grieve that 
loss. “That’s trauma, when we lose our first family,” says Jenn Hook co-
founder of Replanted Ministry. Hook spent years counseling foster 
children as a mental health professional. “We’re not always looking at it 
from the adoptee’s side,” she warns, for example, repeatedly calling 
one’s adoption a ‘gift’ can unintentionally hurt your child. Vanessa Joy 
Walker is and author and life coach who was herself adopted as a baby. 
“The issues of identity and abandonment are interwoven into who I am, 
they are part of what I call my emotional DNA.”  Billie Branham reports.

Inflation Closer 
Look

9/11/2022 7pm 28:39 CLOSER LOOK: Food Prices, Fight Inflation From Your Fridge
Food costs more these days. COVID-19 shutdowns drove up the price of 
labor, fertilizer and fuel needed to move crops from farms to factories to 
stores and eventually to your kitchen. What can you do? Should you 
panic buy? Comparison shop? K-LOVE’s Billie Branham checks in with 
Assoc Prof. Joe Balagtas at Purdue University and Jordan Page, lifestyle 
blogger and mom of 8 for proven tips on cutting your grocery bill.
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Ignite Hope Closer 
Look

9/18/2022 7pm 14:50 CLOSER LOOK: ‘Dare To Dream’ School Assemblies Ignite 
Hope In Tweens, Teens
Air1’s Dare To Dream school assemblies rely heavily on the power 
of personal experience, starting with the unlikely success Randy 
Rich enjoyed as a professional football player for the Detroit Lions, 
Denver Broncos, Oakland Raiders and Cleveland Browns. Various 
artists, musicians and pro-athletes take the mic to share their own 
struggles to believe and achieve.

Mercy 
Drops 
Dream 
Center - 
Portsmouth, 
Va.

Local News 7/31/2022 7:30pm n/a Jack Church spoke with Joe Friszolowski, founder and chief dream officer with 
Mercy Drops Dream Center of Portsmouth, Virginia. Friszolowski talked about 
the founding the Dream Center which follows the model of the original Dream 
Center that first opened in Los Angeles, California over 25 years ago. Mercy 
Drops Dream Center offers several community programs ranging from food 
distribution to job placement and education. Friszolowski detailed how the Adopt 
the Block program is unique in the fact they go into distressed neighborhoods 
looking to help disadvantage people rather than waiting for them to reach out to 
the Dream Center.

CAPE 
LIBRARY

Local News 8/7/2022 7:30pm n/a Jack Church spoke with Cape Charles Memorial Library Manager, 
Sharon Silvey. Silvey talked about the role this historic library has played 
in the community of Cape Charles. Silvey talked about the move from the 
back of a small church into the historic bank building in downtown which 
was converted into a library. Silvey discussed how important it has been 
for the community to again have full access to the library and all the 
programs it has to offer post pandemic. Silvey also talked about how the 
library is available to summer tourist who can receive temporary library 
cards to use the facility while on vacation in the area.

VA YOUTH Local News 7/24/2022 7:30pm n/a Jack Church spoke with Dave Delaney, Director for Youth & Young 
People Ministries with the Virginia Synod, Evangelical Lutheran Church 
of America. Delaney talked about challenges faces youth today and how 
his job has changed in working with young people over the past few 
years. Delaney has worked in teen ministry for 40 years and said the last 
10 to 12 years have provided more change than his first 25 to 30 years in 
working with young people. Delaney talked about social media, social 
isolation and the effects of the pandemic and attending school online.
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